1. Problem statement 1. 1 The generalized structure of targets (GST) provides targeted planning of processes to achieve a goal with dynamic objects (DO) [1, 2, 3] . The formalization apparatus (AP) allows to describe the structure of the target model itself; to establish the truth of the relationship between goals by each aspect of knowledge; to control the process of goals achievement and knowledge replenishment.
Logical-analytical activities formalization means for decision makers (DM) are based on classical logic. This feature dramatically reduces the quality of decisions made in the face of uncertainty.
Thus, the contradiction between the complexity of decision-making processes on DO management and AP imperfection for solving these problems in conditions of uncertainty necessitates the refinement of the means of formalization.
Analysis of recent researches and publications
A network model is a collection of vertices and connections between them representing the stages and sequence of their implementation during the solution of a logical-design problem [4] .
Network model (NM) can be set as follows Г -reflection between I and connections from a given set. Formally, the network model is presented as follows:
Where: V -set of NM vertices; R -set of arcs. -definition procedure to get the result of the problem solving. Generalized GST is presented in Fig. 1 .
The following is shown in Fig. 2 :
-поисковые вершины;
-алгоритмические вершины;
-вершины сравнения;
-вершины типа И;
-вершины типа ИЛИ. The initial conditions mark the initial statements on the basis of which the truth of the rule, depicted by the network model, is verified.
Such models are an alternative to predicate knowledge representation models. NM usage advantages: 1. Simplicity of representation and processing of the network model in a computer.
2. The ability to build effective algorithms to control the correctness and completeness of knowledge formalization about the subject area.
NM disadvantage is the need to develop special procedures to display the total set of knowledge.
Knowledge processing (for formalization of which the network models are used) differs depending on the type of these models.
A well-known approach is when goals are structured and streamlined and rational options are chosen for their achievement [1, 5] . Construction of hierarchical structure of goals is also considered in the works through the relationship of necessity and sufficiency. However, this relationship determines the nature of each target separately. At the same time, the essence of the relationship between pairs of goals is not explored.
Use of GST in the development of solutions is as follows. First of all, initial conditions are indicated. On their basis, the values of the vertices of the first level are defined, then those of the second level, etc. to the vertex of the highest level of hierarchy. The value of this vertex is a response to the user or recorded for further processing.
However, the use of only values 0 and 1 for the use of DOs in the process of solutions development for IC definition and carrying out of subsequent actions on GST under uncertainty of a different nature leads to the unjustified results.
Reuter's default logic, MacDermott and Doyle's non-monotonic logic, etc. are used to overcome the incompleteness of the original data.
Probabilistic Bayesian Logic; Dempster-Shafer theory; indistinct sets and indistinct logic; confidence factors are used to display fuzziness of knowledge and their processing.
Therefore, the improvement of AP is relevant which will allow to make decisions on the management of dynamic objects in conditions of uncertainty and incomplete information.
Stage performance
Goal of the article Development of formal-logical apparatus built on the basis of GST to ensure the implementation of decision-making tasks for DOs management under non-stochastic uncertainty.
Basic material 2.1 Correctness of decision making on DOs management is based on the following provisions [6-10]:
1. The end result of purposeful activity is a set of targets. The need to achieve (relevance) target is determined by the situation. Targeted options are the means to achieve goals.
2. Achievement of current targets is ensured by the implementation of solutions. 3. Logical connections between targets and means of their achievement are taken into account when choosing a rational option.
4. The set of means to achieve the targets, their composition and interrelations should correspond to the level of knowledge about the subject area. The effectiveness of the management system is increased with the knowledge of the subject area.
In general, decision making is characterized by a list of problems , which is to be achieved, possible options to achieve them ) (
and selection of a rational set of options ) (
NM shall include targets expressed by some formulas. They determine the nature of the target and reflect the Aleutian and Deontic aspects of knowledge about it. The fact of the target achievement in a situation is determined by a certain characteristic function. The conjunctive and disjunctive nature of the components determines their necessity and sufficiency to achieve the target.
The relevance of ND target is characterized by the deontic aspect of knowledge and is determined by the corresponding truth of TD or FD value.
Target у is called conjunctive if
Target y corresponds to "AND" vertex in the hierarchical structure of targets ( Fig.  3a) and expressions (1) and (2) are true (T D ) for it. For a variety of expression formulas:
take the values T A , then the target y is called conjunctively attainable (Fig. 3b) . The actions of the system to move from a situation to that where y is true are indicated as (Fig. 3c) , if: 
The target is disjunctive
then the target will be disjunctively achievable (Fig. 3d) . The truth of each component of expressions 1 and 2 is a required condition for the truth of a conjunctive target. The truth of at least one of the formulas 5 and 6 is a required and sufficient condition for the truth of a disjunctive goal, regardless of knowledge aspects.
However, the need and the possibility of achieving the targets are not identical. That is, the considered means for describing targets based on NM are not enough. Consider the characteristic function of the following form to link the actual processes and the objectives described by proposed AP [11]:
Where,  -situational variable describing the state of the problem environment;
t -moment of time; 
2.4.
Thus, Deontic T D , Aleutian T A and pragmatic truth of T R occur for each NM target. They characterize the necessity, possibility and fact of the target achievement, respectively (Fig. 4) . The use of four-valued logic -"true", "false", "indefinitely" and "contradictory" as well as of eight-or sixteen-digit logics, does not solve the problem in principle. Finally, an unambiguous decision is made (often rude and incorrect) about assigning the value 0 or 1 to the IC as a result of definition.
A possible way to go out of this impasse is an attempt to combine the structure of targets and indistinct sets within a single apparatus and to get indistinct GST.
Collection of ordered pairs is called as indistinct subset A of a set X [4, 12]
where
Example of construction for different DO flight altitudes is presented in Fig. 5 .
NDy M↑y 1 000 3 000 5 000 7 000 9 000 Secondly, GST itself is simplified. There is no need in search, algorithmic and comparison vertices.
Thirdly, the result of the logical conclusion on GST with the use of one of its known or modified procedures is a certain value of the membership function at any level of the hierarchy of the target structure allowing to make an unambiguous decision to achieve the target with a dynamic object.
Conclusion
Thus, a mathematical tool is proposed to formalize decision-making tasks for dynamic objects management which is distinguished by sharing the generalized structure of targets and the apparatus of indistinct sets. The combination of these two approaches allowed, within the framework of a single formalism, to carry out the designation of the initial conditions not by the rigid boundary values 0 and 1 but by any number from the range [0, 1]. Thereby, more accurate description of the properties of the simulated subject area is achieved.
The refusal of the search, algorithmic and comparison vertices greatly simplified the structure of the targets and greatly simplified the computational procedure.
Low medium large extra-large average A more accurate description of the subject area at the expense of the proposed formalization apparatus will allow, as a result of logical inference, to obtain the value of the membership function at any level of the target structure hierarchy which will make it possible to more accurately relate the achieved and planned situations and, accordingly, make more informed decisions on dynamic objects management.
